RULES
for
PRINCETON ATHLETIC CLUB RACES
www.princetonac.org
1.
2.
3.
4.

No personal audio devices may be worn during an event.
Anyone abandoning the race should check out with event personnel.
Competitors should not deliberately dead-heat.
When a bib number is issued, it is to be worn unaltered, top edge at waist height or above,
visible as viewed from the front.
(a) If a shirt is worn, bib number is to be worn on the front of torso.
(b) Do not wear number on the side of shorts or on the legs.

These items are for everyone's safety. This is not an exhaustive or complete statement. We're only
hitting the highlights of some points that have come up at previous events. Directions and cautions
given must be heard. While we have no legal obligation to account for everyone, we try. Athletes
should respect that there is a wide range of performance in the field. Please avoid intentional crowding
or confusion at the finish line.
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